CULTURAL REVOLUTIONS
EASTERN

EUROPE'S recent "experiment" with socialism illustrates
some useful principles about slavery.
Slave labor is generally recognized as less
productive than frec labor, and with the
collapse of the Soviet Empire it has become obvious that collective property
(socialism) is less productive than private
property (capitalism). From these
premises several conclusions follow: not
only that free labor and private property
represent the best of all possible worlds,
but that a system combining slavery and
social~smmust be the worst-that if one
had no choice but to be a slave, private
slavery as in antebellum America would
be peferable to the kind of collective
slave owncrship that Eastern Europe recently experienced.
The failure of this socialist "experiment" in Eastern Europe gives credknce
to this conclusion. Just as privately
owned slaves were threatened with punin all of
ishment if thev tried to escaDe.
L
socialist Eastcrn Europe emigration was
outlawed and punished as a criminal offense, if neccssary by shooting those who
tried to run away. Moreover, all over
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and governments could assign to any citizen any task and all rewards and Dunishmenk. Thus the classification df the
Soviet system as slavery. Unlike a private
slave owner. howcvcr. Eastern Euro~ean
slaveholders-from
Lenin to Gorbachev--could not sell or rent their subjects in a labor market and privately appropriate the receipts from the sale or
rental of thcir "human capital." Hence
the system's classification as socialist
slavery.
Yct without ~iiarketsfor slaves and
slave labor. niattcrs must become worse.
not better, for the slave. For without
prices for slavcs and their labor a slaveowner can no longer rationally allocate
his "hu~iiancapital." I k cannot determine the scarcity-valuc of his various,
licterogeneous picces of human capital,
determine the opportua ~ lie
~ cannot
d
nity-cost of using this capital in any given employment nor compare it to the
corresponding rcvcnuc. Accordingly,
permanent nlisallocations, waste, and
"consumption" of human capital must
result.
Tlie enlpirical evidence indicates as
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much. While it rarely happened that a
private slaveowner killed his slave-the
ultimate "consumption" of human capital-the socialist slavery of Eastern Europe resulted in millions of murdered
civilians. Under private slave ownership
the health and life expectancy of slavcs
generally increased. In the Soviet Empire health-care standards steadily deteriorated and life expectancics actually
declined in recent decades. Tlie levcl of
practical training and education of private slaves generally rose. That of socialist slaves fell. The rate of reproduction among privately owned slaves was
positive. Among the slavc populations of
Eastern Europe it was gcncrally ncgative. The rates of suicide, self-incapcitation, family breakups, promiscuity. "illegitin~ate"births, birtl~defects, venereal
diseases, abortions, alcoholism, and d d l
or brutish behavior among privatc slaves
were high. But all such rates of "liuinan
capital consumption" were highcr still
for the socialist slaves of the former Soviet Empire. And similarly:whilc morally scnscless and violent behavior alnong
privately owned slaves occurred aftcr
thcir emancipation, brutalization of social life in tlie aftermath of thc a'holition
of socialist slavery has been far worsc,
revealing an even greatcr degree of moral
degeneration. Clearly, far morc than
any material destruction, this human
wreckage-both physical and moral-is
socialism's saddest legacy.
-Hans-Hermann I foppe
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